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Appendix Note 1
Because the positive feedback was so important for explaining our single cell pulsing data, we analyzed it more detail. The linear dependency of PFB on R* (Appendix Table I, equation 7a) is not critical, but was the simplest way of modeling this dependency. Albeit there are some minor quantitative differences when a Hill-shaped kinetic is used, model-simulated ERK* trajectories (Appendix Figure 2) . Most importantly, the distribution of the time-course responses for the 3 and 10 min NGF pulses for low and high dosages are virtually identical to the main results where linear kinetics is used (compare Appendix Figure 7A and Fig 5E,F) .
This also holds true for multipulse datasets (compare Appendix Figure 7B and Fig 6A) .
To perform the above-mentioned analysis, we used the following equations. In these equations for the positive feedback, the actual parameter values are more important than the form of the equation. The feedback has to be activated at low levels of receptor activity in order to explain our experimental data, which can be achieved by using a linear dependency, or a Hill-shaped dependency with relatively low values for the half-activation parameter K50 << 1 (here K50 = 0.25). For example, using a larger K50 of 0.5 in the above equation did not explain our experimental data because all simulated single cell responses were transient and there were no sustained responses for 10' NGF at high dosage. Moreover, these subtle parameter differences were not visible for sustained NGF stimulation, thus further highlighting the usefulness of our pulsing experiments. The dependency of the "fast" negative feedback on active receptor is implemented as Hill function with H=2 to facilitate a higher threshold (K3R = 0.85) for activation of the receptor cross-talk.
